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Abstract

With new technologies being integrated into the existing power system infras-
tructure and current plants aging, it is increasingly important to maintain ac-
curate dynamic models. A method to individually validate plant component
models is proposed, and then is applied to the Mostar hydroelectric power
plant using PMU data obtained during maintenance tests. This methodology
is applied for the case where the plant’s model is invalid, and then used to
re-identify a new model.
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1. Nomenclature

AVR Automatic voltage regulator
dq-axis Direct-quadrature axis
PMU Phasor measurement unit
PSO Particle swarm optimization
PSS Power system stabilizer
SMIB Single machine infinite bus

2. Introduction

2.1. Motivation

Simulation-based studies are indispensable in determining the best prac-
tices for power system planning and operation. They give insight on how
components will interact dynamically with one another in various opera-
tional states. The existing grid infrastructure is aging globally, increasing
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the likelihood that plant characteristics have changed over time due to main-
tenance, electrical overload, and other physical degradation. It is important
to ensure that the models representing existing infrastructure, specifically
power plants, are valid for performing these studies. Having accurate dy-
namic models is crucial to understand how planned electrical infrastructure,
such as inverter-based resources, e.g. wind and solar generation, interact
with the existing system. These inverter-based resources have a significant
impact on power system stability characteristics and performance under dis-
turbances, so accurate representation of existing infrastructure is necessary
to study the system to the best of our ability for these cases. It is also nec-
essary to maintain accurate models as low confidence in the parameters of
individual components in a system leads to more conservative or erroneous
assessments and operation.

Highly accurate dynamic power system models are necessary to perform
these simulation-based studies. While it is assumed that the plant model is
accurate at commissioning time, this situation can change over time. The
dynamics of the generator can change due to wear, electrical overload, and
maintenance, as replacement of degraded components in the system can re-
sult in altered dynamics. The power electronics dynamics present in the
AVR have the same behavior and can change over time. Even though it is
less likely, the controller parameters of the PSS, AVR and governor can also
have been modified without general knowledge, changing their input-output
behavior.

This paper presents a methodology based on (mainly PMU) data that
allows us to verify if the current model of the power system is (likely to be)
still valid at any time. The proposed methodology enables us to make this
diagnosis independently for each of the power plant components (i.e., the
generator, the AVR, the PSS and the governor). In order to do this for an
arbitrary component, measurements of the output vector of this component
are compared to the output vector predicted by the current model of the
component. This predicted output vector is computed by ”filtering” the
(measured) input vector of a given component by the current model of the
component.

The data used in the above mentioned validation procedure can be nor-
mal operation data (where the system is basically excited by random load
changes). It is to be noted that normal operation data may not be able to
detect any dynamics change due to a lack of informativity. Consequently,
data obtained during major disturbances could also be used to detect those
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changes invisible with normal operation data. The system can be excited
with (small) probing tests in order to enhance the detection ability of the
proposed validation procedure. A major maintenance could be the ideal mo-
ment to gather such informative data (so-called commissioning tests). In
particular, the methodology proposed in this paper is here validated based
on a set of real measurements obtained during commissioning tests from
PMUs attached at the terminal bus of Mostarsko Blato hydroelectric plant
in Bosnia, which produces 30 megawatts [1].

2.2. Related Works

This work builds off of the work in [2] and [3], which focuses on param-
eter estimation for the Itaipù hydroelectric plant. Itaipùıs about 20 times
larger than Mostarsko, using PMU data from various faults and system dis-
turbances. These studies have shown the shortcomings in the user-defined
models and the necessity of model maintenance in aging power plants. This
study also highlights how plants characteristics change over time.

Most of the previous studies have focused on monitoring the plant online
or from disturbance data for the purpose of validation. Ref [4] focuses on
the validation and calibration of a 20 MVA hydroelectric plant, which is
comparable in size to the Mostarsko plant. The study focuses on testing the
plant before, during, and after a generator upgrade project. Six test series
were applied to the system, including loss of excitation and load rejection
tests. The voltage regulator and machine models calibrated in the study are
the most simplified models available, so the parameter estimation is limited.

Ref [5] shows the validation of a power plant using both commissioning
tests and fault data. In [5], a fault affects a plant consisting of three thermal
generating units. The excitation system/AVR and generator are validated
together in these tests; the main benefit of this approach is to be able to
validate the model using data collected from actual events that are overlooked
in system planning studies. The data is collected at the plant’s terminal, so
the measurements allow for the plant to be isolated from the rest of the grid;
however, the validation method may lead to an erroneous model since all
components are lumped together for the validation.

Previous studies for power system model validation using PMU measure-
ments focus on using disturbance data only. The methods in [6] uses PMU
data to determine the cause of faults within the system and calibrate both
conventional and renewable plants. The parameter identification uses a com-
bination of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and sensitivity analysis for
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a localized portion of the system consisting of a wind turbine and its corre-
sponding reactive power support, step-up and step-down transformers. The
calibrated models helped operators find problems with the AVR of the plant
for the fault studied, allowing for improved operations under weak grid con-
ditions in the future. This is especially important for a plant like Mostarsko
Blato, which provides voltage support and a large local inertia for dynamic
stability under fault conditions. As per [7], the location of the Mostarsko
plant has significant impact on the local grid’s dynamic stability.

Processing monitoring studies have also motivated this work such as [8],
which propose methods to monitor the models in closed-loop operation. In
this study, a model-based approach is introduced to be exploited for change
detection and isolation when the performance of the system degrades. Other
process monitoring methods, such as [9], describes how controllers can be
altered to optimize system efficiency for controllers developed separately from
one another. This is useful for the methodology outlined for the power plant,
as it proposes that the components are validated apart from the rest of the
system with the goal of re-identifying the components when necessary.

2.3. Paper Contributions
This paper contributes the following:

• A new methodology for validation of the (current) model of the control
system and generator of a power plant using phasor measurement data
(PMU). The purpose is to determine if these models are still an accurate
representation of the elements of the power system. Four elements are
validated: the AVR, the PSS, the turbine-governor, and the generator.

• The application of the proposed validation methodology to a hydro-
electric power plant using PMU data obtained during commissioning
tests.

• A demonstration on how to update the models when they are no longer
an accurate representation of the power system.

2.4. Paper Organization
The paper is organized as follows: the general power plant model and the

components are shown in Section III. The proposed validation methodology
is described in Section IV. Section V outlines the case study for the Mostar
plant, including the introduction of the specific models for the system and
data collection method. The validation of the AVR, PSS, and generator using
the Mostar data are shown in section VI.
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3. Components of the Power Plant

The representative structure of a hydro-electric power plant consists at
a minimum of four components: a generator, an automatic voltage regula-
tor (AVR), a power system stabilizer (PSS), and a turbine-governor (TG)
as shown in Figure 1. in Figure 1. In this section, we describe these el-
ements in more details with a special attention to their respective inputs
and outputs. We suppose that a model of these components is available i.e.,
a software artifact that allows to compute/predict the output vector of a
given components based on the knowledge of its input vector. As mentioned
this introduction, we can suppose that these models are accurate at commis-
sioning time; however, the model accuracy can be altered over time. The
generator has physical characteristics that can change over time; this can be
caused by current overloading on the generator and aging of the plant com-
ponents. While it is less likely to happen, the controllers have time constants
that can be changed in the plants without updating the model accordingly
due to human error. The power plant is connected to the electrical grid,
which has an influence on the PMU signals that will be measured at the
power plant. An appropriate choice of the inputs and outputs of the genera-
tor will be necessary to validate the generator models. The electrical power
(Pelec + jQ) measured at the terminal will have to be considered as an input
of the generator to effectively separate the grid behavior from the generator.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the power plant showing the relationships between each com-
ponent and their inputs and outputs.
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Figure 2: AVR inputs and outputs for static
exciter example.

Figure 3: PSS inputs and outputs.

3.1. AVR and exciter model

The automatic voltage regulator, or AVR, is a controller that regulates
the voltage of a generator subject to the error between the plant’s operating
voltage and a reference voltage as well as the field current produced by the
generator. It is important to note that, as per common practice, we define the
AVR as the combination of a controller and an exciter [10, 11]. The exciter
is the power electronics of the excitation system of the power plant that
creates the field voltage (Efd) based on the controller portion of the AVR.
The controller part of the AVR takes as inputs the control signal (VPSS)
generated by the PSS and a measurement (VT,m) of the field voltage (VT ). In
some configurations, a measurement of the field current (Ifd) is also used as
an input. As shown in Figure 3, the AVR determines Efd (the output of the
AVR) as a function of VPSS, Ifd,m and VT,m (the inputs of the AVR). The
physical signal Efd is not available, but measurements Efd,m of that physical
signal are available. In the AVR, the dynamics of the power electronics are
most likely to change over time due to degradation from heat, voltage or
current overload, and other stresses on the system.
3.2. PSS model

The power system stabilizer, or PSS, is a controller that adds an addi-
tional signal (VPSS) to the AVR with the purpose of controlling the damping
of oscillations in the system. The main task of the PSS is to adjust the phase
compensation by compensating for phase lags through the generator, excita-
tion system, and power system. The PSS provides torque changes in phase
with speed changes to provide damping [11, 12]. The inputs and outputs
are further visualized for the PSS in Figure 3. The PSS output is the signal
VPSS and the input of the PSS is generally a measurement ∆ωm, which is
the deviation of the rotational speed of the rotor shaft with respect to its
nominal value. In some cases, the PSS has a second input which is a mea-
surement Pelec,m of the electrical power. Consequently, the PSS can be seen
as an operator that computes VPSS as a function of ∆ωm and Pelec,m.
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3.3. Generator model

As shown in Figure 4, the generator consists of two parts representing
the mechanical and electrical behavior in the system. The mechanical part
is the physical phenomenon that allows to derive the speed ω of the rotor
shaft based on the difference between the mechanical power Pmech created by
the turbine and the (active) electrical power Pelec that is sent to the grid at
the terminal voltage. This part of the dynamics of the generator is generally
described by the swing equation in generator’s model. It is to be noted that
Pmech is created by the turbine using the output ḡ of the governor.

The electrical dynamics of the generator are influenced by the field volt-
age (Efd) and the value of ω. The field current is produced by the electrical
portion; the terminal voltage (VT ) is determined based on the complex power
(Pelec + jQ) transmitted to the grid at the terminal voltage. The generator
is an operator with inputs Pmech, Pelec, Q and Efd and outputs ω, VT and
Ifd. This means in fact that we can find equations that can compute these
outputs based on solely these inputs. It should be noted that the only mea-
surements of Pelec, Q, Efd, ω, VT and Ifd are available, the exact values of
these quantities are not available. It is to be noted that Pmech cannot be
measured in practice, but can be computed using a model of the turbine and
the gate opening ḡ (the output of the governor; see next subsection). In this
way, we integrate the model of the turbine in the generator model.

3.4. Governor model

The governor is the main controller in a hydraulic turbine system. The
governor controls the speed of the generator by varying the water flow through
the turbine [13]. Modern turbine control systems include the primary func-
tion of the governor, i.e. to maintain and adjust the unit’s speed for syn-
chronization with the grid, and have other functions such as to adjust output
of the unit in response to operator commands and perform shutdown of the
plant.

A inputs and outputs of a hydraulic governor is shown in Figure 5, where
the governor system G0,governor is derived in [11]. The definition of each of
the parameters are listed in Appendix A. The input of the governor is the
deviation from system synchronous speed, ∆ω. The output of the governor
is the gate opening, ḡ. The governor is a controller that computes ḡ based
on ∆ωm. It can thus be seen as an operator with as input ∆ωm and with as
output ḡ.
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Figure 4: Generator block diagram.

Figure 5: Governor inputs and outputs.

4. Validation Methodology

The system in Figure 1 can be divided into four components to be val-
idated due to the availability of all input/output measurements from the
recorded PMU data: the generator, the AVR, the governor, and the PSS. As
described in the previous section, each component of the power plant can be
seen as an operator relating inputs and outputs. Let us write these different
operators as follows:

yi = G0,iui (1)

where i = {AV R,PSS, generator, governor} and ui (resp. yi) is a vector
containing the corresponding inputs (resp. outputs). For example, when
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i = AV R, uAV R = (VT,m, Ifd,m, VPSS)
T , yAV R = Efd, and G0,AV R represents

the dynamical operator relating these inputs and outputs.
At commissioning time, accurate modelsMi(i = {AV R,PSS, generator, governor})

of these different operators G0,i have been determined. We assume that these
models Mi were at that time very accurate representations of G0,i. Due to
the reasons presented in the previous section, the operators G0,i can however
change with time and we need to be able to verify whether the models Mi

are still good representations of G0,i.
When such a validation step is necessary, we collect the input and output

vectors ui and yi for each component i on the power system (replacing the
unknown physical quantities by their measurements when necessary). These
data (ui, yi) can be collected in normal operations (with the sole excitation
of random load changes) or by adding some excitation signals to make the
data richer.

Once these data ui and yi are collected for all i, we compute the predicted
output vector of each model as follows:

ŷi = Miui (2)

and we verify whether ŷi is still a good representation of the true output yi.
This can e.g. be done based on the so-called FIT. Let us denote by yij (resp.
ŷij) the jth entry of yi (resp. ŷi). We define FITij as:

FITij = 100%

(
1− ∥yij − ŷij∥2

∥yij∥2

)
(3)

where for a signal x(t), the Euclidean norm is applied such that:

∥x∥2 =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
t=1

x2(t) (4)

For each component i, we thus have ni FITs where ni is the dimension of
yi.

The model Mi will be deemed validated if all FITij (j=1,...,ni) yield a
value close to the one observed at commissioning. If it is observed for a
given component that a FITij with a value that has significantly decreased,
then the model Mi is no longer a good representation of the dynamic G0,i of
component i. In the next section, we show how to update such a model Mi

that has become inaccurate.
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Figure 6: System Si and model Mi comparison.

4.1. Case of invalid models

In the case where the FIT of the component has significantly decreased
with respect to the FIT observed at commissioning time, the component
model is considered invalid. For each invalid modelMi where i = {AV R,PSS,
governor, generator}, the input/output data (ui, yi) will be used to re-identify
a new model for that component of the system. Since the components can be
validated individually, only the invalid component needs to be re-identified.
For this re-identification, the model Mi is parameterized by a number of pa-
rameters gathered in a parameter vector θi. For each value of θi, the model
has different dynamics Gi(θi). In particular, the invalidated model Mi was
described by Gi(θi,init) for some value θi,init of the parameter vector θi.

The new value of the parameter vector will be the one that minimizes the
Euclidean norm of yi − Gi(θi)ui, where (yi, ui) is the collected data. Thee
solution of that optimization problem is denoted by θi,new. This produces a
new model Mi,new equal to Gi(θi,new). The quality of this new model can be
assessed by computing the FIT corresponding to Mi,new.

To perform the identification, we will here use RaPId, a MATLAB toolbox
for parameter estimation [14]. It should be noted that in [15], the data (ui, yi)
should be sufficiently rich to ensure the consistency of the re-identified model.
This entails in general that the data should have been generated with a
sufficient number of excitation signals (see [15]] for more details.).

5. Mostar Power Plant Case Study

5.1. Introduction

In order to validate the proposed approach, the model validation method-
ology presented previously is applied to the Mostar hydroelectric power plant,
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Figure 7: Block diagram of the power plant showing the relationships between each com-
ponent and their inputs and outputs for the Mostar plant.

using real data to validate the models. The data has been collected af-
ter significant maintenance had been performed on the plant, where a large
step perturbation Vstep had been added to the terminal voltage measurement
(VT,m) with the goal of exciting various functions in the system. The plant
consists of the components described in Section III, with the exception of the
turbine-governor system for which no measurements were available. Each of
the components is validated independently using PMU data collected during
commissioning tests, as there is enough data available to validate the com-
ponents with their inputs and outputs. This specific excitation is depicted
in Figure 7 where the first AVR input becomes VAV R = Vstep + VT .

This excitation Vstep allows to gather data for the validation of the models
Mi of the different components of the Mostar power plant, models that have
been provided to us by the engineers at this power plant. These models have
all the IEEE standard form [10]. In particular, MPSS is a PSS2B model, with
the control block diagram shown in Figure 9. The model MAV R for the AVR
is an ST5B model, with the control block diagram in Figure 8. The model
Mgenerator of the generator is the salient pole with linear saturation (GEN-
SAL) model with the equations listed in Appendix B. All of the parameters
definitions are listed in Appendix A sorted by component type.

Since these commissioning tests focus on testing the functionalities of
the electrical controllers, the measurements of the turbine and governor are
unavailable. As a result, the models for these components are not included
in the model in Figure 7. It is assumed that the mechanical power (Pmech)
is a constant value that is derived during the initialization of the model as a
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result of the power flow.

5.2. AVR and excitation system model

The AVR and excitation system is represented by the IEEE ST5B stan-
dard model [10, 16], with the complete transfer function model shown in
Figure 8. The unit has a static potential-source excitation system, meaning
the voltage is transformed to an appropriate level using a controlled-rectifier.
Controlled-rectifiers provide the necessary direct current for the generator
field.

The input AVR voltage is the sum of the machine voltage and step ex-
citation (VAV R = VT + Vstep), which is passed through a transducer delay
lag:

1

1 + sTR

(5)

where the output is used to calculate the error between the reference voltage
(Vref ) and PSS voltage (VPSS). This transfer function is used to account for
the time delay created by the sensors measurements. The reference voltage
(Vref ) is a set constant value for the controller, not an input. The definition
of each parameter is listed in Appendix A.

In this configuration, we assume a continuous time controller, so the main
regulator transfer function consists of two anti-windup lead-lad blocks and a
gain:

KR
1 + sTC1

1 + sTB1

1 + sTC2

1 + sTB2

(6)

The difference between the regulator transfer function and the field cur-
rent (Ifd) scaled by the rectifier regulation factor (KC) is then applied to the
transfer function for the power electronics:

1

1 + sT1

(7)

Since the commissioning tests do not excite the system such that the con-
troller would experience a fast perturbation, the rectifier function has little
effect on the system. If the system were subject to a fault, the rectifier
function will have an impact on the AVR model response. The most crucial
functions in the controller are represented by the main regulator transfer
functions.
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Figure 8: AVR ST5B block diagram.

5.3. PSS model

The power system stabilizer, or PSS, is a controller that adds an ad-
ditional signal to the AVR with the purpose of controlling the damping of
oscillations in the system. The Mostar plant uses the IEEE PSS2B model to
represent the PSS controller [10, 12]. The inputs and outputs of the PSS are
shown in Figure 9, where the inputs of the generator speed deviation (∆ω)
and electric power (Pelec). The output of the PSS is the PSS voltage (VPSS),
which is subsequently used as an input to the AVR. The description of all
of the time constants, gains, and other variables used in the PSS in Figure
9 are listed in Appendix A. The AVR model is compatible with the PSS2B
PSS model [10].

The PSS is a dual-input controller that uses the machine speed and elec-
trical power to calculate the integral of the accelerating power to make the
calculated stabilizer signal insensitive to mechanical power change. Each
input can has two washouts (Tw1, Tw2, Tw3, Tw4) represented as well as trans-
ducer time constants (T6, T7). To determine the integral of accelerating power
of the PSS, the gain KS2 would be:

KS2 =
T7

2H
(8)

where H is the total shaft inertia of all mechanically connected rotating
components of the unit. In the case of Mostar, the unit is represented as
one machine, so H is the shaft inertia of the generator. The exponents M
and N allow for a “ramp-tracking” characteristic to be represented in the
controller; phase compensation is provided by the three lag-lead blocks with
time constants T1, T2, T3, T4, T10, T11. The output of the controller is limited
by the minimum and maximum setpoints, VST,min and VST,max.
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Figure 9: PSS2B block diagram.

5.4. Generator model

The Mostar plant uses a salient pole generator with linear saturation,
for which all equations are shown in Appendix A [17]. The generator is
represented in a direct-quadrature axis equivalent structure. In geometric
terms, the d and q axes are a per-phase representations of the flux contributed
by the three separate sinusoidal phase quantities at the same frequency. The
flux produced by the field winding is located on the d-axis; the q-axis is the
axis where the torque is produced. The block diagram for the direct axis is
shown in Figure 10, where Efd is the field voltage signal produced by the
AVR. The model also uses the direct-axis current Id as an input. The output
Ifd directly feeds back to the AVR, and Ψ

′′

d is the sub-transient flux which
is further used to calculate the terminal voltage of the machine. The d-axis
component of the terminal voltage is shown in Equations 9 and 10. Equation
9 calculates the total flux through the d-axis Ψd, where Id is the current
through the d-axis, X

′′

d is the sub-transient d-axis reactance, and Ψ
′′

d is the
sub-transient flux shown as the output of the generator in Figure 10.

Ψd = Ψ”d −X”d ∗ Id (9)

ud = (−Ψq)−Ra ∗ Id (10)

The block diagram of the quadrature axis is shown in Figure 11, where
the quadrature current Iq is the input to the system and q-axis sub-transient
Ψ

′′
q flux is the output. These are based on the equations in Appendix A. The

q-axis component of the terminal voltage is shown in Equations 9 and 10.
Equation 9 calculates the total flux through the q-axis Ψq, where Iq is the
current through the q-axis, X

′′
q is the sub-transient d-axis reactance, and Ψ

′′
q

is the sub-transient flux shown as the output of the generator in Figure 11.

Ψq = Ψ”q −X”q ∗ Iq (11)

uq = Ψd −Ra ∗ Iq (12)
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Figure 10: Generator direct axis block diagram.

Figure 11: Generator quadrature axis block diagram.
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(a) Inputs to AVR. (b) AVR field voltage response comparison.

Figure 12: AVR validation data and results.

6. Mostar Power Plant Validation

Each of the specific models outlined in Section V is validated using the
methodology from Section IV. The inputs and outputs of the components
are selected based on the relationships shown in the system block diagram in
Figure 7 using the data available. The data are collected using a sampling
rate of 5ms.

6.1. AVR and excitation system model validation

As explained in Section V, the AVR input vector is uAV R = [VT,m, VPSS, Ifd,m]⊤
and its output yAV R = Efd, which will be approximated by yAV R = Efd,m.
The response of the model is ŷAV R = MAV RuAV R, where MAV R has the
structure given in Figure 8. In Figure 12a, the different inputs in uAV R

are represented while yAV R and ŷAV R are compared in Figure 12b. In this
last figure, we observe that ŷAV R is almost equal to the actual output yAV R

(FITAV R = 96.39%). The model MAV R can be thus deemed validated.

6.2. Generator model validation

Let us now consider the next component: the generator. Recall there
is no governor, so Pmech will therefore be assumed constant and computed
from the plant’s dispatch of Pelec. Consequently, the generator input vector is
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(a) Inputs to generator. (b) Generator output response comparison.

Figure 13: Generator validation inputs and results for correct inputs/outputs to separate
grid behavior from generator.

ugenerator = (Efd, Pelec, Q) and its output ygen = (∆ω, VT , Ifd). As previously
stated, the physical quantities will be replaced by their measurements in
ugenerator and ygenerator.

The measurement of ∆ω was not collected during the commissioning tests,
so this output will not be considered in the validation. The output vector
therefore reduces to ygenerator = (VT , Ifd).

Using Mgenerator, We then compute ŷgenerator = Mgeneratorugenerator. In
Figure 13a, the different inputs in ugenerator are represented while ygenerator
and ŷgeneratorare compared in Figure 13a. In Figure 13b, we here also observe
that both entries of ŷgenerator are almost equal to the entries of the actual
output vector ygenerator (FITgenerator = 99% for both entries). The model
Mgenerator can be thus deemed validated.

6.3. PSS model validation

As explained in Section V, the PSS input vector is uPSS = [∆ωm, Pe,m]
⊤

and its output yPSS = VPSS. We compute ŷPSS = MPSSuPSS. Since the
measurement for ω was not collected from the commissioning test, input
data for ∆ωm comes from the simulation of the validated generator model.
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(a) Inputs to PSS. (b) AVR field voltage response comparison.

Figure 14: PSS validation data and results.

In Figure 14a, the different inputs in uPSS are represented while yPSS and
ŷPSS are compared in Figure 14b. In Figure 14b, we observe that ŷPSS is
here also almost equal to the actual output yPSS (FITPSS = 97.32%). The
model MPSS can be thus deemed validated.

7. Validation Based on Simulation Data

Using Mostar’s measurement data, the commissioning models Mi remain
validated. Now we consider a simulation study to show that the method pre-
sented in Section IV can detect a change on the system’s dynamics. In this
simulation study, the Mostar power plant (with no governor) is represented
by the models Mi of the different components validated in the previous sec-
tion. Some of the parameters of the original models will be modified in the
simulator to show that the original models will not longer be validated by
the model validation procedure.

As a first example, we increase the value of the generator parameterXd by
10%. In the simulator of the power plant, the value of Xd is equal to 1.3013
p.u. while, in Mgenerator, Xd = 1.183 p.u. We collect data on the simulator of
the power system by applying, in addition to the step excitation Vstep, three
(small) white noise excitation signals rk (k = 1, 2, 3) at different locations
(see Figure 15). Using [15], it is clear that these data will be sufficiently rich
to re-identify the system if it is necessary.
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Figure 15: Block diagram of the power plant showing the relationships between each
component and their inputs and outputs for the Mostar plant.

Since G0,AV R = MAV R and G0,PSS = MPSS in the simulator, we expect
that MAV R and MPSS will be deemed validated using the simulation data
and that is indeed the case. As far as the generator is concerned, the results
are depicted in Figure 16 (representing the input vector ugenerator) and Fig-
ure 17a representing ygenerator and ŷgenerator = Mgeneratorugenerator where we
observe a significant difference between the predicted terminal voltage and
the observed terminal voltage. The generator model Mgenerator is thus invali-
dated and the identification procedure described in Section IV.A is launched
to update the parameters of the model. In Table 1, the identified parameter
vector θgenerator,new is compared to the true value of this parameter vector
(the one used in the simulator) and we see that the identification proce-
dure allows to obtain sufficiently close estimates of all parameters. This is
confirmed by comparing ygenerator to ŷgenerator,new = Mgenerator,newugenerator

(where Mgenerator,new is the model of the generator with the parameter vector
θgenerator,new). This comparison is done in Figure 17b where we can see that
predicted outputs and actual outputs are very close (Mgenerator,new can thus
be deemed validated).

Let us finally consider another case that stresses the importance of rich
data for the validation step. We now consider a simulator where G0,generator =
Mgenerator and G0,AV R = MAV R and where the washout constants of the PSS
(see Figure 9) are modified with respect to MPSS. We consider here the case
where these constants are all doubled and the case where they are all halved.
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Figure 16: Inputs to generator in case of changed parameters.

If the excitation is only a step added at the measurement of VT , the model
MPSS remains validated even though G0,PSS ̸= MPSS, as shown in Figure
19a and 19b. This is due to the fact that the step on VT,m does not have a
strong influence ∆ωm, the signal driving the part of the PSS containing these
washout constants.

If we now consider the multiple excitation signals shown in Figure 15
(where the excitation r2 is added to ∆ωm), the validation procedure succeeds
in detecting the change in the PSS as shown in Figures 20a and 20b where
yPSS is compared with ŷPSS = MPSSuPSS for both halved and doubled time
constants respectively.
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(a) Invalidated generator model response. (b) Validated generator model response with
re-identified models.

Figure 17: Generator validation results for when Xd is increased by 10%.

(a) AVR validation. (b) PSS validation.

Figure 18: Controller validation when there is a change in generator parameters.
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Table 1: Generator parameters for re-identified model due to 10% increase on Xd

Xd Ra H D
True generator parameters 1.3013 0.004799 2.137 0
Identified generator parameters 1.318 0.00471 2.148 0
Relative error (%) 1.28 1.85 0.51 0

X ′
d Xq X”d X”q

True generator parameters 0.371 0.62 0.215 0.241
Identified generator parameters 0.367 0.63 0.2166 0.239
Relative error (%) 1.08 1.61 0.74 0.83

Xl T ′
d0 T”d0 T”q0

True generator parameters 0.1 3.77 0.0552 0.0823
Identified generator parameters 0.1001 3.775 0.0601 0.0775
Relative error (%) 0.1 0.13 8.8 5.83

(a) PSS with halved time constants for
Tw1, Tw2, T6.

(b) PSS with doubled time constants for
Tw1, Tw2, T6.

Figure 19: PSS informativity issues with ∆ω input.
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(a) PSS with halved time constants for
Tw1, Tw2, T6.

(b) PSS with doubled time constants for
Tw1, Tw2, T6.

Figure 20: PSS informativity issues with ∆ω input.

8. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, a methodology for component validation for power plants
has been proposed and effectively tested using both real-world and simula-
tion data. The controllers and the generators can be separately validated
from each other by having sufficiently informative data for each selected in-
put/output of the system. In the case of invalidated models, a method to
re-validate and re-identify the component model is introduced. This method-
ology is applied using measurements collected from the Mostar hydroelectric
plant.

Using test data from the Mostar plant, we can distinguish inputs and
outputs to validate each of the three elements in the plant. A good validation
of the three elements can be obtained based on the results presented in
Sections V to VII. The AVR and PSS have inputs and outputs that can be
intuitively chosen to validate the model; however, the inputs and outputs of
the generator must be selected to separate the generator from the rest of the
grid. When the conventional inputs and outputs are chosen to validate the
generator, the dynamic behavior is influenced by the grid. By following the
equations of the model instead, like shown in Figure 4, the component can
be effectively isolated. Once the correct inputs and outputs were selected for
each component, they each had a high FIT to the data and are considered
valid.
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The major concern of these systems is that the properties of the generator
can change over time [17]. After re-identifing the model, the parameters of
the new model are close to the actual system. Since the components can be
separately validated, it is only necessary to re-identify and re-validate the
affected component. This is incredibly valuable when re-validating the plant
using optimization methods to solve the objective function of the problem,
as the optimization problem is focused on fewer parameters. This reduces
the chance of the solution of the parameter estimation arriving at a local
minimum and decreases the time needed to re-identify the model.

Additional cases of the generator parameter changes will be studied in
the future when appropriate real-world data is available, analyzing changes
to both the excitation system and mechanical system, which will result in
changed behavior in the swing equations.
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Appendix A. Parameter Definitions

Generator - IEEE GENSAL Model

T ′
d0 d-axis transient open circuit

time constant

T ′′
d0 d-axis sub transient open cir-

cuit time constant

T ′′
q0 q-axis sub transient open cir-

cuit time constant

H Inertia constant

D Speed damping

Xd d-axis reactance

X ′
d d-axis transient reactance

X ′′
d d-axis sub transient reac-

tance

X ′′
q q-axis sub transient reac-

tance

Xq q-axis reactance

Xl leakage reactance

AVR - IEEE ST5B

Tr Filter time constant

TC1 Regulator lead time constant
1

TB1 Regulator lag time constant
1

TC2 Regulator lead time constant
2

TB2 Regulator lag time constant
2

KR Regulator gain

KC Rectifier regulation factor

T1 Rectifier time constant
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PSS - IEEE PSS2A

Tw1 First washout time on signal
1

Tw2 Second washout on signal 1

Tw3 First washout on signal 2

Tw4 Second washout on signal 2

Tw6 Time constant on signal 1

Tw7 Time constant on signal 2

T1 Lead/lag time constant

T2 Lead/lag time constant

T3 Lead/lag time constant

T4 Lead/lag time constant

T8 Lead of ramp tracking filter

T9 Lag of ramp tracking filter

T10 Lead/lag time constant

T11 Lead/lag time constant

KS1 PSS gain

KS2 Gain on signal 2

KS3 Gain on signal 2 input

VST,max PSS output max limit

VST,min PSS output min limit

VSI1,max Input signal 1 max limit

VSI1,min Input signal 1 min limit

VSI2,max Input signal 2 max limit

VSI2,min Input signal 2 min limit

M Denominator order of ramp
tracking filter

N Order of ramp tracking filter
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Governor

Tp Pilot valve and servomotor
time constant

Ks Servo gain

TG FMain servo time constant

Rp Permanent droop

RT Temporary droop

TR Reset time

Rmax,open Maximum gate opening rate

Rmax,close Maximum gate closing rate

Rmax,buff Maximum gate opening rate
in buffered region

gbuff Buffered region in pu of ser-
vomotor stroke
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Appendix B. IEEE standard model equations

GENSAL generator

K1d =
(X ′

d −X”d)(Xd −X ′
d)

(X ′
d −Xl)2

K2d =
(X ′

d −Xl) ∗ (X”d −Xl)

(X ′
d −X”d)

K3d =
X”d −Xl

X ′
d −Xl

K4d =
X ′

d −X”d
X ′

d −Xl

dE ′
q

dt
=

1

T ′
d0

(Efd −XadIfd)

dΨkd

dt
=

1

T”d0
(E ′

q −Ψkd − (X ′
d −Xl) ∗ Id)

dΨ”q
dt

=
1

T”q0
(−Ψ”q + (Xq −X”q) ∗ Id)

Ψd” = E ′
q +K3d +ΨkdK4d

Ψd = Ψ”d −X”d ∗ Id
Ψq = −Ψ”q −X”q ∗ Iq

XadIfd = K1d ∗ (E ′
q −Ψkd − (X ′

d −Xl) ∗ Id)
+(Xd −X ′

d) ∗ Id + (SElinear + 1) ∗ E ′
q

Te = Ψd ∗ Iq −Ψq ∗ Id
ud = (−Ψq)−Ra ∗ Id

uq = Ψd −Ra ∗ Iq
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Generator variables

K1d Generator constant 1

K2d Generator constant 2

K3d Generator constant 3

K4d Generator constant 4

E′
q q-axis voltage behind tran-

sient reactance

Ψkd d-axis rotor flux linkage

Ψ′′
d d-axis subtransient flux link-

age

Ψ′′
q q-axis subtransient flux link-

age

Ψd d-axis flux linkage

Ψq q-axis flux linkage

Id d-axis armature current
(p.u.)

Iq q-axis armature current
(p.u.)

SElinear linear saturation function

Te Electrical torque (p.u.)

ud d-axis terminal voltage (p.u.)

uq q-axis terminal voltage (p.u.)

Appendix C. Impact of grid on generator validation

The grid can affect the generator response if the incorrect inputs and
outputs are chosen for model validation. Using the inputs and outputs in
Equation C.1, the generator model is deemed invalid. The incorrect choice for
the generator inputs and outputs can be chosen based on the signals shown
in Figure 1, where the plant’s mechanical power (Pmech) and field voltage
(Efd) are used as the inputs for validation. The outputs would be the field
current (Ifd), active/electrical power (Pelec), and reactive power (Q). The
inputs and outputs of the plant would be:

ŷgen = Mgenugen (C.1)Pelec

Q
VT

 = Mgen

[
Efd

Pmech

]
(C.2)
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The response of the generator in Figure C.21b shows that the voltage and
reactive power settle to the wrong operating point after applying the field
voltage, giving a fit of 33.07% for active power (Pelec), 86.74% for reactive
power (Q), and 88.61% for machine terminal voltage (VT ). Evidently, the
generator and grid are lumped into the same model by selecting these inputs
and outputs, which results in an invalid generator model.

By selecting the field voltage as the only input, the active and reac-
tive power produced by the generator are also affected by some of the grid
dynamic behavior. This means the generator model isn’t isolated in our
analysis.

(a) Inputs to generator for validation using
incorrect inputs/outputs.

(b) Generator output response comparison
for incorrect inputs/outputs.

Figure C.21: Generator validation results for when Xd is increased by 10%.
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